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Natural resources are national resources of the people of Uzbekistan; 

they are basis of peace of people, social-economic development. Human, 
protecting his life and health from negative influence of environment is the 
main purpose of ecological policy of the Republic of Uzbekistan.  

From the first years of independence, ecological policy is being carried 
out step by step on the basis of priority of ecological factors and economics in 
protecting environment, wisely using natural resources and providing 
ecological safety, connection of administrative and economical-social 
mechanisms. That is why, development of system of economical-ecological 
activities is very important in the mechanism of ordering ecological relations 
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and it serves for, first, guaranteeing the process of ordering economical-
ecological relations, second, providing improvement of environment, 
increasing productivity of rational using from natural resources and, third, 
encouraging people of our country by the socio-economical side. 

Also, one of the important objects of today’s ecology are the following: 
wisely using biological resources, predicting natural changes by the human 
influence, studying natural events and protecting other risks. Consequently, 
our first president I.A.Karimov mentioned the following: “Although natural 
resources are the main wealth of developing countries, countries, which 
industry is high developed are trying to take control of this wealth. In 
addition, there are big changes in the field of scientific and technical 
knowledge, technologies, collecting and placing free investment. There is a 
risk to live human as a biological type, although risk of nuclear war is 
decreased; there are risk of ecological tightness and risk of biogenetic 
destroying [1. p-53-54]”. Actually, risk of nuclear war is decreased, but every 
country of the world is mercilessly using nature to strengthen its own 
economical stability. This is a result of strong anthropogenic influence on 
nature, environment, flora and fauna. 

Investigation level of the problem, some sides of the theme of the 
research were investigated by ecological scientists of our Republic: А. 
Ergashev, Т.Ergashev [2. p-299-307], I.Hamdamov [3. p.176.], А.Tuxtaev [4. 
p.246.], Sh.Otaboev, from the Union of Independent Countries: V.B.Sharov 
[5], U.A.Sapojnikov [6. p.173.], V.А.Lisichkin [7. p.352.] and etc. Punishment 
for breaking rules of ionizing radiation of environment and human health, 
ordering relation with radioactive instruments are not fully researched in the 
subject of ecology of our country. 

The concept of relations connected to ordering influence of ionizing 
radiation on environment and human health, problems of its definition and 
meaning, also, modern and historical-legal role of norms of ordering these 
relations in ecological system of the Republic of Uzbekistan must be 
researched separately.   

In every country of the world relations between economics and nature 
are getting worse, the problem of degradation of environment is getting 
dangerous and nature is not being protected. In these processes, it is 
important to find comfortable ways of mechanisms of managing and self-
governing in the fields of ecology and economics because of breaking the 
chain and providing their proportionality.  
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On the basis of this, the main purpose of doing activities of checking 
ionizing radiation in town and production objects is preventing human 
health and environment from its negative influence, wisely using natural and 
financial resources. 

Activities of checking ionizing radiation in town and production objects 
show this: results of unexpected conditions connected to radiation dangerous 
objects, radioactive elements and pollution, resources of ionizing radiation 
continue a lot of time and seriously dangerous for human health. 

Central and eastern parts of our country are included in uranium-ore 
mega province of Tyan-Shan, which is the biggest among uranium fields of 
the world. Our country is on the seventh place about excavating uranium. 
For example, more than some million-cube meters of pollution is gathered 
because of activities of mountain field complex and some enterprises in town. 
They are gathered in the form of pieces of open mountains, which appear 
because of taking uranium from ore and pollution. One part of these is 
pollution of low activity according to structural indicators.  

Conducted researches show that as a result of gathered a lot of solid 
pollution, special reservoirs of keeping open surface mountain parts and 
pollution are located in the borders of field which do not correspond to 
technological radiation and ecological norms which connected to having 
some chemical elements and radio nucleons in high amounts in its structure 
and mountain-field constructions, uranium ores, which can be redone, are 
kept in them. Most of these fields were not redone, remainders of industrial 
ores, which amount of uranium reaches to some percent, and are in their 
structure [8. p.170].   

Dosimeter and radiometer control is often held for preventing people, 
who work in companies where works connected to resources of ionizing 
radiation are done, from not taking radiation more than the norm. When 
working in “closed” resources individual amount of any kind of radiation are 
measured, amount of radiation is controlled in period in working places and 
helping rooms. In places, where works connected to resources of high 
radiation, automatic signalization is set. When working in “open” resources, 
amount of radioactive elements in the air of working rooms is controlled, 
amount of radioactive pollution on instruments, hand and clothes, working 
table is defined, and level of pollution of water and air is defined. 

Method of erecting broken agricultural fields, method of using a special 
regime instead of conservation connected to the polluted level of fields or 
using them on purpose can be changed. Damage as a result of getting worse 
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of land qualities and limiting to use them is paid to land propertied, land 
owners, land users by guilty organizations and people in land pollution plus 
profit which taken in the period of conservation. If quality of lands is as 
destroyed as a result of farming activities which land propertied, land 
owners, land users carried out, improving ecological condition and land is 
done by themselves. 

Problems of indicating order of using radioactive and chemical polluted 
lands, protected zones, keeping houses, production objects, social and 
cultural-economic serving objects which are in these places, doing watering 
and cultural-technical works in these places, are decided by the government 
of the Republic of Uzbekistan. If radioactive quality of lands is destroyed 
because of their activities, they cannot be used for main purpose, according to 
86-87-articles of Land Codex of the Republic of Uzbekistan; they pay for 
damage of agricultural and forest farming production, expenses of non-
radioactive of lands [9]. 

Apart from this, they pay expenses for improving lands or they pay 
compensation to landowners in amount of price of purposely-used lands if 
lands are included in reserves for conservation. Activity of listing, being in 
connection with radioactive instruments is done by organizations which 
confirmed by the government of the Republic of Uzbekistan. For example, list 
of companies and organizations, which have radiation risk objects as 
producing radiation risk materials and instruments, exploitation, keeping, 
carrying from one place to another, utilization, was confirmed by the 
government of the Republic of Uzbekistan. 

Main objects of exploitation organizations are the following: confirming 
to orders of providing safety in connection with radioactive instruments; 
legalizing a license for all types of connection with radioactive instruments; 
collecting appeared radioactive instruments separately according to their 
types and level of risk; providing all conditions in industrial places, where 
radioactive pollution is gathered and kept; counting all of the pollution which 
is appearing, carrying from one place to another and burying; defining risk 
level of all radioactive instruments which appear and used in exploitation 
organizations, kept in keeping parts; reporting about radioactive pollution 
which is appearing in an indicated form. 

We must say as the conclusion the following: today some works were 
done and are being done for protecting environment. Connected to this, we 
must draw in special workers who work with instruments in checking 
influence of ionizing radiation in town and producing objects. It is expedient 
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to create new specialty of “Methodological studying ecological-technical 
instruments” in higher educational institutions for implementing these. 
Because of this, appearance of young specialists in our country helps to 
correct reporting people and keeping clean, new and comfortable 
environment for future descendants. 
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